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 WELCOME: Better Health Together & Co-chairs 
 
 GROUP DISCUSSION 

• Feedback and suggestions on local achievement measures 
• Recommendations for SME/faculty to support the learning cohorts for 2019  

 
 
 ADJOURN 
 

 
 
 
 

Identified TA needs within the submitted plans: 
• Collaborative Care and Bree models of integrated healthcare 
• Change Management 
• Addressing the “culture” of bi-directional care 
• Billing and documentation in an integrated practice 
• Clinical workflow in an integrated practice 
• Care Management 
• Screening for SDoH and community resource integration 
• Risk assessment and stratification 
• Transitions of care 
• Information Exchange 
• Chronic Care Model 
• Chronic conditions and care paths 

o Diabetes 
• Interdisciplinary team development 
• Patient Self-Management 

o Patient Activation 
o Health literacy 
o Models 

• Program tracking and Quality Measurement 
• Trauma Informed Care 
• Quality Improvement 
• Equity 

  



 

 
 

Attendance:  
Pam Brown, Dr. Seppi, Dr. McCarthy, Dr. Lockwood, Ryan, Carol Plischke, Amy Burns, Tanya Kieble, Jennifer Larmer, 
Madlen Caplow, Alison Boyd-Ball, LuAnn Chen, Brian Sandoval, Dr. Monica Blykowski-May, Lisa Angus, Charisse 
Pope, Sarah Bollig Dorn 
 
NOTES: 

 
Agenda Item 1: Feedback and suggestions on local achievement measures 
Lisa Angus – presentation on BHT achievement measures 

• Review of Transformation Plans process & learning cohorts 
• Board principles moving forward 

o Support region’s ability to hit MTP performance measures 
o Move towards true transformation, rather than just addressing performance measures 
o Push (and reward) larger providers without leaving smaller/rural providers behind  
o Interest in shared training, technical assistance where it makes sense (administrative 

savings, efficiency and – importantly – peer learning) 
o Allow for provider choice/independence/alignment with business strategy 
o Recognize importance of foundational capacity for long-term success of transformation 

• BHT Achievement Measures 
o Recognize intermediate steps toward transformation 
o Reflect aims and strategies described by Partnering Providers in their Transformation, 

and/or common opportunities for improvement 
o Relate to P4P/P4R that region as whole is being held to, but are more appropriate measures 

and reporting for provider level 
• Discussion Questions 

o What suggestions do you have for defining & operationalizing the concepts? 
o How might you build some of these activities or practices into your workflow? 
o What suggestions do you have for BHT about technical assistance or other support for the 

changes represented in the draft achievement measures? 
o Feedback on feasibility, transformation potential, other criteria? 

• Discussion 
o MeHaF – readiness for integrated care assessment tool, HCA wants partnering providers to 

report on this specific tool 
o Conceptualizing this as a menu for providers to select from  

§ This will go thru Waiver Finance Committe and the Board 
o Dr. McCarthy - Everyone should be able to do #1 

§ So we have to look and see if it makes sense to have that as a measure 
§ Carol Plischke – have to remember we’re going bi-directional, and there are lots of 

folks who come in for BH services who don’t identify a PCP 
o Also becomes more complex for larger organization to complete, and timelines have to take 

that into account 
o TA – what tools can BHT provide to help providers accomplish these 
o Reporting – hope to land on a tool that is as simple as can be for providers to report on 

these to BHT 



 

 
 

o Dr. Seppi – how are these going to be measured? 
§ Depression, SUD aren’t currently in claims, so would have to be thru our clinical 

systems – Q of how difficult it would be to extract from system 
§ A – all of these are TBD as to how exactly they’ll be measured, and most of these 

aren’t claims based measure as they’re written 
• Also they’re more about protocol/workflow, rather than reporting on specific 

patient numbers 
• So will also be more on Transformation Manager position for reporting 
• Dr. McCarthy – we have protocols in place, but may not have the bandwidth 

as is to actually get them implemented 
o Q10 – tele-med – does Medicaid pay for?  

§ yes 
o Amy Burns - Screening on SDOH needs  

§ Like the idea of reimbursing orgs more for address of certain patients, encouraging 
orgs to address SDOH 

o What stops providers from just choosing the easiest 4? 
§ So we’re thinking it will start with 4, but grow to more measures in subsequent years 

as they increase their capacity for transformation and with technical assistance from 
BHT 

o Will those measures be included in the contracts with providers? 
§ Yes, that is the thinking currently 
§ This discussion will move to the Waiver Finance committee, then to the Board 

o Dr. Seppi – thought to rate measures based on difficulty, make those more difficult ones 
worth more  

§ Lisa follow-up – do you think there is a way to rate equitably across providers, 
because it might be different for different clinics by size or specialty 

§ Tanya – advocate for having more of them, so that you’re really asking providers to 
stretch, perhaps if providers are doing more they are worth more 

o Charisse – would it make sense for two different cohorts to have different measures or 
expectations 

§ General agreement from group 
§ Dr. McCarthy – get people invested in transformation, not just checking boxes 

o Suggestion that measures that we choose should be widely accepted measures – 
standardized and can be compared across state or nation (HEDIS, etc) 

§ These are much more about process and policies providers are adopting 
§ Idea is to measure those steps that get us to transformation 

o Is there a time period for these measures? Some of these don’t necessarily translate to 
patients treated (specific to MAT training measure) 

§ Idea is that these should show up down the line in the outcome measures 
o Ryan – question about iterative approach – are these a first round of measures, and then 

there will be a second set after first are achieved, step approach 
§ These were intended to be a mix of easier and more challenging ones to step up to 
§ Kind of like unlocking a badge – what is the next step up once you’ve, for example, 

identified a PCP (#1) 



 

 
 

§ Tanya - Thinking of these as process measures, you’re asking providers to really get 
into QI mode – perhaps make explicit which are process and which are outcome 
measures as a next step 

o Dr. Lockwood – ultimately we want to improve outcomes across the BHT community, but 
these are very individual provider based 

§ How can we be rewarded when the entire community improves, not just individually 
o Dr. Blykowski-May – appreciate the way the sheet is set up with achievement concepts, to 

keep it high level. This is an iterative process and challenging to take what we want to do, 
and translate that into a step-wise process.  

§ People are going to pick easier ones, but that is a way to play to strengths and 
evolve from there 

§ These achievement concepts are coming from goals that came from state and we’re 
trying to cascade down to our partners 

o Luanne – any thought of trying to align to VBP efforts of HCA? 
§ Yes, topically but less so on the measure-by-measure level 
§ Those VBP measures are claims and eligibility measures, and the state will be doing 

the lift of measuring those 
o TA on implementation of these measures would be helpful, particularly on the stretch 

measures  
o Any ideas these, please feel free to share with Charisse 

(charisse@betterhealthtogether.org) 
§ Request from co-chairs for Charisse to send a request for feedback to full PCC, then 

consolidate any feedback and send back out to the group 
§ Also include list of “Identified TA needs within the submitted plans” 

o How will this look as a system if providers all choose different 4? 
§ There is potential if the measures are all over the map in terms of focus, so keeping 

the list constrained to 13 and keeping them related to the 4 areas of transformation 
• How do we share best practices? For example, can providers who have done this before provide a 

template? 
o Great seg to the next part of our conversation 

 
 
Agenda Item 2: Recommendations for SME/faculty to support the learning cohorts and TA for 2019  

• Want to give the opportunity for folks to volunteer as SME, or if they’ve had someone come in and 
did really good training, we want to hear those suggestions  

o Wondering where bandwidth will come from  
o If there is some financial assistance needed to provide 
o There is going to be a cost for this – anticipate we’ll have to reimbursing folks hired for TA  

• January Cohort being conceptualized as a shared learning cohort 
• August Cohort thinking a little more in-depth and thoughtful TA, as well as element of shared 

learning 
• WA Academy of Family Physicians has done work in this area and has some learning they can 

provide 
• What if someone is ready in March? 



 

 
 

o As we meet individually with each plan, and we hear that someone wants to strive to be a 
January Cohort, we’ll work with them on that 

o And there is a financial element that August Cohorts can earn for their participation 
• Luanne – is there a list of subjects that people will need assistance with? 

o Yes, will send over 
• Looks like August Cohort will meet monthly, and January every other month 

o Don’t imagine we’d ask any particular person to provide TA for more than 1 or 2 sessions 
November Meeting – week of Thanksgiving 

• Won’t meet Nov. 19, but if something comes up we will do a conference call if we need to 
 

 
 
 
Additional follow-up feedback on measures from Champs 

• Worried about behavioral health organizations being able to list a PCP for every pt. Many mental 
health patients aren’t interested in seeing a pcp or capable of remembering their name. They can’t 
force their patients to get established 

• Suggestion to include care coordination codes as a measure (such as # of care coordination 
services/codes provided)  

• I like these pretty clearly defined achievements.   
• More clarity on the improving the integration domain score, which I am not familiar with, would be 

helpful. 
 

 
  
 
 


